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Convergence of weighted sums of tight random elements {V,} (in a separable 
Banach space) which have zero expected values and uniformly bounded rth 
moments (r > 1) is obtained. In particular, if {ank} is a Toeplitz sequence of 
real numbers, then 1 C,T, anb f  (V,)l -+ 0 in probability for each continuous 
linear functional f  if and only if II C,“_, a,,Vk II -+ 0 in probability. When the 
random elements are independent and rnaxlgkqn I ank I = B(n-P) for some 
0 < l/s < r - 1, then I/ EE1 a,Jk II -+ 0 with probability 1. These results 
yield laws of large numbers without assuming geometric conditions on the 
Banach space. Finally, these results can be extended to random elements in 
certain FrCchet spaces. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consideration of stochastic processes as random elements in appropriate 
function spaces has led to the study of random elements in linear topological 
spaces by Doob [4], Mann [6j, Prohorov [IO], and Billingsley [3], among others. 
Only recently, however, have results been obtained for random elements 
in normed linear spaces which correspond to some of the existing results on 
the stochastic convergence of weighted sums of random variables by Alf [I], 
Padgett and Taylor [8, 91, and Taylor and Padgett [12, 131. 
To use the truncation techniques and the cancellation properties of the real 
numbers (or finite-dimensional spaces) in obtaining results for infinite- 
dimensional spaces, identical distributions for the random elements or geometric 
properties of the spaces [such as B-convexity (Beck [2], super-reflexity, G,- 
conditions (Woyczynski [ 16]), and type p (Hoffmann-Jorgensen and Pisier [5])] 
were required. By using the condition of tightness (Billingsley [3]) and truncation 
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to compact subsets which are almost finite-dimensional, convergence of weighted 
sums is obtained in this paper without assuming geometric conditions on 
the spaces. 
In Section 2 some preliminaries are briefly listed. In Section 3 convergence 
in probability for Toeplitz weighted sums of tight random elements {V,) 
which have zero means and uniformly bounded rth moments (r > 1) is shown 
to be equivalent for the weak linear and norm topologies of a separable Banach 
space. In Section 4 convergence with probability one is obtained when the 
random elements are also independent and max,(,(, ] uI,k 1 = U(n-8) for some 
0 < l/s < Y - 1. Finally, these results are shown to extend to random 
elements in certain Frechet spaces. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let M be a separable normed linear space with norm ]I * )I and let B(M) 
be the Bore1 sigma-field generated by open subsets of M. Let (s2, &, P) be a 
probability space and let V be a function from 52 into M. If V-l(B) E ~2 for 
every B E B(M), then V is said ‘to be a random element in M. The expected 
value of V, denoted by EV, is defined to be the Pettis integral of V when it 
exists. For r > 0, E I/ V IIT = sn /I V IIc dP is called the rth moment of V. The 
definition of independence and identical distributions for random elements are 
similar to the (real-valued) random variable case. 
A random variable V is said to be symmetric if there exists a measure preserving 
function + on IR such that P[V 0 4 = - V] = 1. Note that if V is symmetric; 
then EV = 0. A sequence {V,j of random elements is tight if for each E > 0, 
there exists a compact subset K, of M such that 
P[V,EKJ > 1 -E for all n. 
If M is complete, then each random element in M is tight (Billingsley [3, p. lo]) 
and hence any sequence {V,} of identically distributed random elements is 
tight but not conversely. Moreover, by Prohorov’s Theorem {V,) is tight 
if and only if it is relatively compact. 
A sequence {b,,} C M is a Schauder basis for M if for each x E M there exists 
a unique sequence of scalars {tn} such that x = CT=, tkbk . In this case a sequence 
of coordinate functionals {f,,} can be defined by letting f,,(x) = t, , and a sequence 
of partial sum operators (U,) on M can be defined by letting U,,(x) = XI31 fk(x)bk 
for each x E M. If M is a Banach space, then there exists a basis constant m > 0 
such that 11 U,, 11 < m for each n (Wilanski [15, p. 2071). This also provides 
for the continuity of each coordinate functional f,, . Moreover, every separable 
normed linear space can be embedded isometrically in the Banach space CIO, 11, 
which has a Schauder basis (Marti [7, p. 671). The following proposition shows 
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that a compact set in a Banach space with a Schauder basis is almost finite 
dimensional (Taylor and Wei [14]), which is needed in Sections 3 and 4 to 
prove the convergence of weighted sums for tight random elements. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Taylor and Wei [14]). Let K be a compact set in a Banach 
space which has a Schauder basis, then for E > 0, there exists N = N(E) such 
that )I x - U,(x)ll < E for all x E K and n > N. 
A double array tank: n > 1, K > l} of real numbers is said to be a Toeplitz 
sequence if the following conditions hold: 
lim ank = 0 for each k and n-tm il I ank I G C 
for all II, where C is a constant. Rohatgi [Ill used dominance in probability 
to obtain the convergence of weighted sums of independent random variables 
with Toeplitz weights in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2 (Rohatgi [l 11). Let {X,} be a sequence of independent zero mean 
random variables and let X be a nnuiom variable such that P[I X+, 1 > x] < 
P[j X 1 > x] for all n andfor all x > 0. Let {a,,} be a Toeplitz sequence of real 
numbers. Then 
(1) c” kWl ankXk + 0 in probability if E 1 X 1 < 00 mrdmaxIckcn I ank I-+ 0. 
(2) c” k=l a,,$Yk -+ 0 with probability one ;f maxk 1 a,, I = O(n-8) and 
EIXll+l~*<~forsomes>O. 
3. CONVERGENCE IN PROBABILITY 
In this section a very general (weak) convergence result is proved for tight 
random elements with uniformly bounded rth moment (I > 1). The following 
lemma is needed to apply Rohatgi’s [ll] result to the truncated finite-dimen- 
sional part of the random elements. 
LEMMA 3. Let {X,,} be a sequence of random variables such that E I X,, jr < r 
forallnwithr>Oandr > 1. ThenthereexistsarandcwnvariableXsuchthat 
(1) P[I X,, I > x] < P[I X I > x] for aZl a andfor all x > 0, 
(2) E(I X I1+1/s) < oz fw 0 < l/s < I - 1. 
Proof. Lt may be assumed without loss of generality that r = 1. By Markov 
inequality, for x 2 1 and any 8, 
P[JX,I 2x]< E’x5l’ < ; = P[I x 1 > x], 
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where X is the random variable with probability density function 
fir(t) = (ylt’+l) 4t,11(~)- 
Also, for 0 < x < 1 and any n, 
P[l &I I 2 xl < 1 = P[I x I b xl. 
This proves part (1). For part (2), observe that 
~(1 x 11+1/q = ia tl+lls + dt = y _ (&) _ 1 < 00 
forO<l/s<r-1. 1 
For a sequence {V,) of random elements in M with zero means and uniformly 
bounded rth moments (I > l), if {unk} is a Toeplitz sequence of real numbers, 
then by Lemma 3, (11 V, II} is uniformly bounded by a random variable V 
with E 1 V 1 < oc, and for each n, 
It follows that the series S, = 2” kP1 unkVk converges absolutely with proba- 
bility 1. Hence, if the space M is complete, the series S, converges with 
probability one for each n. 
THEOREM 4. Let M be a sepmable Banach space and let (V,} be tight zero 
mean random elements in M such that E (1 V,, II’ < r for all n for some Y > 1 
and I’ > 0. Let {a,,} be a double array of real numbers satisfying ~~~, I ank I < C 
for all n, then 
) FI a,,f(VJ ) -+ 0 in probability 
for each continuous linear functional f  if and only if 
in probability. 
Proof. Since M can be isometrically embedded in a Banach space with 
a Schauder basis, it may be assumed without loss of generality that M has a 
Schauder basis (b,}. Also assume that I’ = 1. The necessity is immediate 
since convergence in the norm topology implies convergence in the weak 
linear topology of M. To prove the sufficiency, let m be the basis constant 
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such that 1) U, /I < m and 11 Qt 11 < m + 1 for each t. For each n and t, 
f ad’k = il a,JJtVk) + f ankQt(Vk). 
k=l k=l 
Let E > 0 be given. For each fixed t, 
40 (3-l) 
since by hypothesis 1 C,“=, a,kfi( vk)j -+ 0 in probability for each i. Let K 
be a compact set in M such that 
P[V, E K] > 1 - (?/W(m + l))r/(r-l) 
for all n. Then by Proposition 1, t can be chosen so that 
II Q&4 = II x - u&)ll ( l 2!f3C (3.2) 
for all x E K. Thus, by Hiilder’s inequality, 
E II Qt(vk)ll G -WI QtP’AlI h~tw,mac~) 
+ WI Qdvdi ~~IIo~~,JII>~~~) 
< c2/8c + (E I/ Qt(Vk)i/7)1”’ 
x (E II ~IO~~,~II,~~~I 11+‘+1))+-1)” 
< e2/8c + (m + l)(E 11 vk Ilr)l’r 
X (p[II Qt( vk)ll > ~2/WY”“” 
< c2/8C + (m + 1)e2/8C(m + 1) 
= 8/K (3.3) 
for each k. 
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Hence, 
P [II jl anrcQt(vk) I/ > 4 G P [f I anlc I II QtWJl > 4 
k=l 
for each R. For this t, from (3.1) N can be chosen such that 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
for all n > N. Then for a > N, (3.4) and (3.5) imply 
Hence, Cz’?r ankVti -+ 0 in probability. 1 
In the above proof, it is clear that a sufficient condition can be given as 
follows. 
COROLLARY 5. Let M be a separable Banach space and let (V,> be random 
elements in M with zero meuns swh that limt,, supk E /I Qt( V,)(l = 0. Let {a,,] 
be a double array of real numbers such that CrcI I a& I < C for all n. For each 
fEM*, 
/ $ ankf (V,) 1 ---f 0 in probability 
if and only if 
)I iI aRkvk I/ - o in probability. 
For a Banach space which has a Schauder basis, to obtain the desired con- 
vergence of weighted sums it is sufficient (and also necessary) to obtain the 
corresponding convergence property for all coordinate functionals instead 
of all continuous linear functionals. 
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COROLLARY 6. Let M be a Banach space with a Schauder basis and let {V,,} be 
random elements in M with zero mean such that lim,,, supk E [( Qt( V&l = 0. 
Let {a& be as stated in Theorem 4. For each coordinate functional fi , 
in probability 
in probability. 
Since the double array (a,*} defined by anlc = l/n for k = l,..., n, and 
a nk = 0 for k = n + l,..., is a Toeplita sequence, Theorem 4 does provide 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the weak law of large number of a 
sequence of tight zero mean random elements with uniformly bounded rth 
(r > 1) moments in a separable Banach space. 
4. ALMOST-SURE CONVERGENCE 
Almost sure convergence of weighted sums is obtained in this section. The 
proof will be given in three parts. First, the result will be obtained for a Banach 
space which haa a Schauder basis and where the independent, tight random 
elements are assumed to be symmetric and uniformly bounded. The second 
part of the proof is used to delete the uniformly bounded condition and the 
third part is used to delete the symmetry condition. 
THEOREM 7. Let M be a separable Banach space and let {V,,) be independent, 
tight, zeta mean random elements in M with E (1 V,, [I7 < I’ for all n, where 
I > 1 and r > 0. Let (a& be a Toeplitz sequence of constants. If maxk 1 ank 1 = 
O(n+) for some 0 < l/s < r - 1, then S, = CE=‘=, ankVk -+ 0 in M with 
probability one. 
Proof. By embedding M into a Banach space which has a Schauder basis, 
it may be assumed without loss of generality that M has a Schauder basis {b,). 
Also assume that r = 1. 
Part 1. Let {V,) be independent, tight, symmetric random elements 
in M with zero means and (( V,, I( < 1 for all n. Let Y > 0 be the basis constant 
for {b,}. For each n and t, 
k-l k=l k=l 
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For each fixed t, by Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 
+O (4-l) 
as n + 00 almost surely since for each i, (f,(V,)) is a sequence of independent 
random variables with zero means and 
for all A. AIso for each t. 
(4.2) 
as n -+ 03 almost surely since (11 Qt( V,)ll - E II Qt(V,)]l) is a sequence of 
independent random variables with zero means and 
E[I II Qt(~All - E II QU,)ll I’] & 2’+‘(y + l)y, (4.3) 
For II Cr-‘-, unKVk II to converge to zero almost surely, there must exist a null 
set D such that for any E > 0 and w $ D, there exists a positive integer N 
such that 
(4.4) 
for all n 2 N. Let D be the countable union of null sets for which (4.1) and 
(4.2) do not hold. Let c > 0 be given, let K be a compact set in M such that 
P[V, E K] > 1 - (c/6C(Y + l)p/+l) for all n. Then by Proposition 1, 
t can be chosen so that II Qt(x)ll < E/~C for all x E: K. Thus, 
(4.5) 
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for each k. Hence, 
f  
k=l 
For this t and for w $ D, by (4.1) and (4.2) there exists N such that 
and 
j  il 1 ank / (ii Qt(Vk)ll - E II 8ttvic)il) 1 < c/3 




+ ) jl t %k 1 (II QtV’&))lI - E II QtWdl) ) 
+ft GX I E II QtVdl 
k=l 
< E. 
The proof of Part 1 is completed. 
Part 2. Now assume that {V,} are independent, tight, symmetric, 
zero mean random elements in M such that E 11 V, Ijl+r < 1 for all n with 
r > 0. Let q > 1 be an arbitrary positive integer, define 
Then, 
and zk = bhjti>ql * 
II Yk II d !? and EII zk /I < (l/!?‘)Eii v, ii’+’ < l/q’. (4.9) 
It is clear that the Yk’s are symmetric and so EY, = 0 for all k. The tightness 
of {Yk} follows directly from the definition by choosing the compact set as 
KU {0}, where K is the compact set given by the definition of tightness of 
(V,}. Hence, by Part (1) of the proof, 
almost surely. (4.10) 
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Also, by Lemma 3 and Theorem 2, 
il ~4l Zk II - E II Zk II) - 0 almost surely (4.11) 
since {II Z, 11 - E 11 Z, I\} is a sequence of independent random variables with 
zero means and 
-JJ(I I 6s II - E II Z, II ll+,) < 2l+V II Z, l11+T + (E 11 Z, II)‘+c) 
< 2l+‘(E II v, IP+’ + E II V, Ill+r) 
< 22+r. 
Let D be the null set such that (4.10) and (4.11) do not hold. For E > 0 and 
w # D, choose q such that qr > 3/G and N such that 
// g1 %JkbJ> I/ < 4 (4.12) 
and 
1 fl ~(11 G(,)ll - E II Z, II) 1 < c/3 (4.13) 
for all n > N. Thus, from (4.9), (4.12), and (4.13), 
+ 1 il 1 %k 1 (11 zk(w)\l - E iI zk iI> ( 
+fi %R 1 -f-II-&II 
k=l 
This completes the proof of Part 2. 
Part 3. In this part of the proof {Vm} is assumed to be independent, 
tight, zero mean, random elements in M such that E I/ V, /lr < 1 with r > 1. 
Consider the probability space (Sz, A, P) x (Q, A, P) and define a sequence 
of random elements {Y,} in M by 
YTz((% 9 4 = V,(q) - in, (9 3 w2) E f-2 x -Q, 
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for any n. Given E > 0, choose a compact subset K such that P[V, E K] > 
1 - c/2. Then 
(P x P)[Yne K- K] B (P x P)[[V,EK] x [V,,eK]] 
= P[V, E K] P[V, E K] 
>l-•, 
where K - K = {k, - k, ( kr , K, E K} is a compact subset of M since its a 
continuous image of K x K. Hence, {Y,} is a sequence of independent, tight, 
symmetric (use &(wI , wa) = (ws , ml) as the measure preserving function) 
random elements with zero means. Moreover, 
Hence, by Part 2 of the proof, 
almost surely. This defines an equivalent relation, known as coherence. Thus, 
there exists an equivalent class 0s with P(.C!J = 1 such that ]I~~E, a,,Vk(w,,)]l + 0 
for each wa E Q,, . The essential step in completing the proof to (3) is to obtain 
the corresponding step to Beck’s Theorem 10 [2] where 
simultaneously for all f E M* such that ]I f I/ < 1. Observe that 
’ [I jl %kf cvk) / > c] < p [iI il %kVk I/ > El* 
Next, 1 xkm=~ %kf (vk)i -+ 0 in probability for each f E M* since {f (V,)} 
is a sequence of tight, zero mean, random variables with uniformly bounded 
rth moments. Then, by Theorem 4 11 x:-r (I&li;c ]I + 0 in probability. l 
Note that Theorem 7 does not provide a strong law of large numbers since 
the double sequence (unk} defined by unk = l/n for k = I,..., TV, and zero 
elsewhere, does not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 7 that maxk ) a,, ] = 
O(K-~) unless r > 2, which is a higher-order moments condition. This is the 
case since the proof in Part 2 requires the uniform boundedness of (I] 2, I] - 
E ]I 2, I]) by a random variable in order to apply Rohatgi’s [ll] theorem. 
However, the following result (Taylor and Wei [14]) may be obtained as a 
corollary which does provide a desired strong law of large numbers. 
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COROLLARY 8 (SLLN). Let A4 be Q separable Bariach space und {VJ be 
independent, tight, random eZem.ents in M with zero means and El1 V, II’ < r 
for all n, where r > 1 and I’ > 0. Then, (1 n-l~~z, V, II+ 0 almost surely. 
Proof. In Part 2 of the proof in Theorem 7, use the classical strong law of 
large numbers for random variables to obtain the convergence of &CL, II.& 11. i 
The results in Hoffmann-Jorgensen and Pisier [5, Theorem 2.41 of the con- 
vergence in mean of a sequence of independent, tight, random element may 
then be obtained as a special case of Corollary 8. 
The rth moment condition (Y > 1) is essential to the results in thii section 
since it is shown in an example in Taylor and Wei [14] that uniformly bounded 
first moments are not sufficient for the strong law of large numbers to hold 
for independent tight random elements. 
5. CONVERGENCE OF WEIGHTED SUMS IN A FRI~CHET SPACE 
The results in Section 4 may be extended to a FrCchet space which is a 
locally convex space and whose metric d is given by the FrCchet combination 
of a countable family of seminorms (pk}, 
4x> Y) = $ 2-%(~ - r>/(l + P.& -Y)). 
k-l 
THEOREM 8. Let M be a separable Frtfchet space and {V,,} be independent, 
tz&ht, zero mean random elements in M with E(pk*(V,,)) < r for all n and k, 
I > 1. Let {Q} be a ToepZitz sequence of constants. If  maxi ) a,,$\ = 0(n-“) 
for some 0 < l/s < r - 1, then x;S, aniVi + 0 almost surely in the metric 
topology of M. 
Proof, Let Mk be the separable seminorm space M with seminorm pk. 
Since convergence in the metric topology of M is equivalent to con- 
vergence in every seminorm space Mk , it suffices to show that for each k, 
P[Iim,,, PkET-r aniVi) = 0] = 1. 
For each k there exists a continuous linear functional yk from Mk onto the 
quotient space MJN, where 
NK = (Y cz Mk: P*(Y) = 0). 
For x E Mk, denote rk(x) = x *, the space MJN, is a separable normed linear 
space with norm defined by 11 x* (Ik = pk( x an is isomorphic to a dense subset ) d 
of a separable Banach space Y, . Hence, there is no ambiguity to identify 
x* E M,/N, as an element in Y, . 
Let k be fixed. Since yK is continuous, {V,*} are independent, tight, zero 
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mean random elements in Yk with E 11 V,* 11; = E(p,‘(V,)) < r for all n. 
Thus, by Theorem 7, 
almost swely. That is, 
This extension allows the application of the convergence results to independent 
tight Wiener processes on [0, co) which can be considered as random elements 
in the FrCchet space CIO, co), the space of all real-valued continuous functions 
on [0, co). 
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